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AbstratThe ounting ability of weak formalisms is of interest as a measure of theirexpressive power. The question was investigated in several papers in omplexitytheory [AjBe84, FKPS85, DeGuSh86℄ and in weak arithmeti [PaWi86℄. In eahase, the onsidered formalism (AC0{iruits, �rst{order logi, �0, respetively) wasshown to be able to ount preisely up to a polylogarithmi number. An essentialpart of eah of the proofs is the onstrution of a 1{1 mapping from a small subsetof f0; : : : ; N � 1g into a small initial segment. In eah ase the expressibility ofsuh a mapping depends on some strong argument (group theoreti devie or primenumber theorem) or intriate onstrution. We present a oding devie based ona ollision-free hashing tehnique, leading to a ompletely elementary proof for thepolylog ounting apability of �rst{order logi (with built{in arithmeti), AC0{iruits, rudimentary arithmeti, the Linear Hierarhy, and monadi{seond orderlogi with addition.
R�esum�eLa apait�e �a ompter des formalismes faibles est int�eressante omme mesure de leurpouvoir d'expression. La question a �et�e �etudi�ee dans plusieurs artiles en omplex-it�e [AjBe84, FKPS85, DeGuSh86℄ et en arithm�etique faible [PaWi86℄. Dans haqueas, on a montr�e que le formalisme onsid�er�e (iruits AC0, logique du premier or-dre, �0, respetivement) �etait apable de ompter exatement jusqu'�a un nombrepolylogarithmique. Une partie essentielle de haune des preuves est la onstrutiond'une injetion d'un petit sous-ensemble de f0; : : : ; N � 1g dans un petit segmentinitial. Dans haque as, l'expressibilit�e d'une telle appliation repose sur un argu-ment fort (r�esultat de th�eorie des groupes ou th�eor�eme des nombres premiers) ousur une onstrution ompliqu�ee. Nous pr�esentons une m�ethode de odage bas�eesur une tehnique de hahage sans ollision, qui onduit �a une preuve ompl�etement�el�ementaire de la apait�e de omptage polylogarithmique de la logique du premierordre (ave une arithm�etique pr�e-onstruite), des iruits AC0, de l'arithm�etiquerudimentaire, de la hi�erarhie en temps lin�eaire, et de la logique monadique duseond ordre ave addition.
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1 IntrodutionProving nontrivial lower bounds on the omputational resoures needed to solveinteresting problems remains the main hallenge in omplexity theory. In an at-tempt to gain a deeper understanding of the diÆulty of this problem, researhershave investigated a large number of restritions on omputations. Their aim wasto �nd strong enough restritions to enable them to prove that ertain omputa-tional problems are not solvable in the resulting weak formalisms. However, inmost ases where this approah sueeded, lower bounds were proved for prob-lems whih are omputationally trivial, suh as PARITY, the problem of deidingwhether the number of 1's in a 0{1{string is odd or even. This and other examplesindiate that those formalisms for whih we an prove lower bounds are far frombeing powerful enough to express omputation. But how an we measure thisdistane? One indiator for the omputing power of a formalism is its ountingability. The more preisely we an ount the number of 1's in a string the loserwe get to real omputing power.But also without a omplexity theoreti motivation, the ounting power of for-malisms is of interest as a measure of expressive power. In fat, within a shortperiod of time, the question was investigated in several papers in omplexity the-ory [AjBe84, FKPS85, DeGuSh86℄ and in weak arithmeti, [PaWi86℄. In eahase, the result was that the formalism under onsideration (AC0{iruits, �rst{order logi, �0, respetively) is able to ount preisely up to a polylogarithminumber. The proofs, although obtained independently, are strutured similarily.One major ingredient in all of them is a mapping whih maps all elements of asmall subset of f0; : : : ; N � 1g in a 1{1 fashion into a small initial segment. Ineah ase the expressibility of suh a mapping by the given means depends onsomething strong: Fagin et al. use a group theoreti devie, whereas the otherpapers make use of the prime number theorem. In [PaWi86℄ the question is raisedwhether the proof an be given without employing any suh proof{theoretiallystrong arguments and an alternative but quite intriate proof is proposed.In this paper, we give a ompletely elementary proof for the polylog ountingapability of onstant{depth iruits (AC0), �rst{order logi with built{in arith-meti (FO[BIT ℄), rudimentary arithmeti (R), the Linear Hierarhy (LinH), andmonadi seond{order logi with addition (MSO[+℄)1. As explained below, allthese formalisms are losely related. Indeed, it would suÆe to give the proof forFO[BIT ℄, say, and then employ a general translation to obtain the result for theother systems. However, it is interesting to see that the idea of the proof an beimplemented in all these formalisms with the same ease, and a diret proof leadsto a onstrution whih is far simpler than the one that would result from applyinga general translation. Therefore, after giving the proof in the �rst{order setting,we will also present the onstrution as a LinH algorithm. As an appliation, inSetion 3, we will use the ounting ability of �rst{order logi to reprove the fat,earlier shown by Grohe and Hella (personal ommuniation), that BIT{invariantFO[BIT ℄{formulae are not Gaifman loal.1For preise de�nitions see below. 3



2 Presentation of the ounting methodIn this setion, we will �rst de�ne the di�erent formalisms we are interested inand ompare them with respet to expressive power. Finally, we will present ageneral sketh of our ounting method.Let us denote by LinT ime (resp. NLinT ime) the lass of binary languages a-epted by a deterministi (resp. non-deterministi) multi-tape Turing mahinein linear time. For all k � 2, let ALk be the set of binary languages aeptedin linear time by an alternating Turing mahine with k � 1 alternations, and letAL0 = LinT ime and AL1 = NLinT ime.De�nition 1 The Linear Hierarhy (LinH) is the union of the lasses ALk, fork � 0.An equivalent haraterization of LinH (see [Wr78℄) is obtained via a linear ana-logue to the well{known Polynomial Hierarhy (see [St76℄).De�nition 2 Let � be a signature. We all MSO[�℄ (resp. FO[�℄) the set ofmonadi{seond order (resp. �rst-order) formulas of signature �. I.e. the for-mulas in SO[�℄ are of the form Q1U1 : : : QpUp�, where Qi 2 f8; 9g, eah Ui is aunary prediate symbol and � is a �rst-order formula of signature �[fU1 : : : ; Upg.We say that a set of �nite �{strutures is de�nable in MSO[�℄ (resp. in FO[�℄)i� it is the set of �nite models of some sentene in MSO[�℄ (resp. in FO[�℄).In the sequel, we are interested in MSO[+℄ and FO[BIT ℄ over words. Here thestrutures are of type hf0; : : : ; jwj�1g;+; 1wi or hf0; : : : ; jwj�1g; BIT; 1wi, where1w(i) is true i� the ith letter of w is a 1, jwj denotes the length of w, and thebuilt-in relations are + (addition) and BIT , respetively. (BIT (x; y) holds i� thebit of rank y of x is 1.) If a set of words is de�nable in MSO[+℄ or FO[BIT ℄, wesay for short that it is in MSO[+℄ or FO[BIT ℄.De�nition 3 A �rst-order formula in the language of arithmeti f+;�g is alled�0 if all its quanti�ers our bounded (e.g. 8x < y2). A rudimentary relationover IN is one that an be de�ned by a �0{formula.To any integer x one an assoiate a word w 2 f0; 1g� that enodes the binaryexpansion2 of x (whih we will write starting with the least signi�ant bit) orequivalently a struture hf0; : : : ; jwj � 1g;+; 1wi. It has been proved that, un-der these orrespondenes between integers, words and strutures, R, LinH andMSO[+℄ have the same expressive power (see [Wr78℄, [MoOl96℄).Now, let us turn to the two other formalisms under onsideration, i.e. AC0 andFO[BIT ℄.De�nition 4 AC0 is the lass of languages over f0; 1g aepted by a uniformfamily of iruits of onstant depth and polynomial size.2In order to get a one-to-one and onto orrespondene between words and integers, it would bepreferable to use dyadi notation (i.e. words over f1; 2g). Sine we will only onsider words of the samelength, however, binary notation is good enough. 4



It is well known (see [Im87℄, for instane) that, given an appropriate notion ofuniformity, AC0 and FO[BIT ℄ over words have exatly the same expressive power,with the same orrespondene as above between words and strutures. Hene wehave FO[BIT ℄ = AC0.Comparing the expressive powers of the two groups of formalisms, it is easyto see that FO[BIT ℄ � MSO[+℄, sine, on the one hand, the BIT relationis �rst-order de�nable from + and � and onversely (f. [Im98, DDLW97℄),and, on the other hand, � is de�nable from + using existentially quanti�edunary variables (see [Ly82a℄). In the languages framework, it is known thatAC0 � LOGSPACE � LinH (see [Ne70, HaPu93℄ for the seond inlusion),and that AC0 is more restritive than LinH. For instane, the language Lodd =fw 2 f0; 1g� = w ontains an odd number of 1's g is not in AC0 (f. [FSS81℄),whereas it does lie in LinH. More generally, ounting the number of 1's in wordsis very easy in LinH, but it is not an AC0 operation.There is also a translation in the other diretion: any unary �0-formula �(N)is easily translated into a FO[BIT ℄-sentene �� by replaing all quanti�ations8x < N by 8x and 9x < N by 9x, and other similar syntati modi�ations. Insuh a ase, we obtain that �(N) is true i� hf0; : : : ; N � 1g; BIT; ;i j= ��. Here,the free unary seond-order variable is interpreted as ;, so that the struture an beviewed as an integer written in unary. Thus rudimentary sets exatly orrespondto the sets of integers (not words) de�nable in unary by FO[BIT ℄{formulae.Now, let us turn to ounting. We are atually onsidering two di�erent problemswhen talking about ounting abilities: in the LinH �MSO[+℄ � R framework,given an integer N , one ounts the number of integers smaller than N that satisfysome previously de�ned property, whereas in the AC0 � FO[BIT ℄ framework,given a 0{1{word w, one ounts the number of 1's in w.We are interested in a ommon positive result: LinH, AC0 et al. are losedunder polylog ounting. In this paper we present a new and elementary proof ofthe following Theorem 5 (in Setion 3, within the formalism of FO[BIT ℄) andTheorem 6 (in Setion 4, using alternating algorithms). The method we proposeis uniform and diretly applies in the di�erent ontexts. Notie that, in ontrast,a negative result is only known in the AC0 formalism: AC0 (resp. FO[BIT ℄) doesnot express parity (sine Lodd 62 AC0) and a fortiori does not express ounting (see[Aj84, FSS81, FKPS85, DeGuSh86℄), but both questions remain open for LinH;Rand MSO[+℄.Let us denote by lgN the length of the binary expansion of N .Theorem 5 ([AjBe84, FKPS85, DeGuSh86℄) For every integer k, there exists anAC0 family of iruits suh that: the iruit with N inputs has (lgN)k+1 outputsand the yth output is 1 i� y = ℄fi < N = the ith entry is 1g and y � (lgN)k.Theorem 6 ([PaWi86℄) Let P (N;~u) be a rudimentary relation. Then, for all�xed k, the ounting relation CP (N; y; ~u) � � y = ℄fi < N=P (i; ~u)g ^ y � (lgN)k �is also rudimentary.Finally, let us present our oding devie. Similarly to the original proofs, the basiidea of our method is to take advantage of the fat that good integers (those that5



we want to ount) are few and enode them into smaller integers, and then toount these odes. The di�erene is that our proof is entirely based on the binaryrepresentation of integers and uses a new ollision-free hashing tehnique.Let us introdue some notation. We are interested in the number y of integers xwhih satisfy some property and are smaller than some bound N (so-alled goodintegers). Let l = lgN and assume that y � lk, for some �xed k. We shall use thefat that, under the additional assumption that for some 0 < " < 1 and for anygood x, we have lg x < l", there are standard tehniques (namely Lemmas 9 and14) performing the omputation.1 - Integers smaller than N are ut into small bloks.For instane, any integer x < N is viewed as a list of l 12 bloks of 0-1�strings,eah of length l 12 , i.e. x = x0 � � � � � xl 12�1. We say that z is a good blok if it is ablok in some good integer.2 - Good bloks are few and small : they an be numbered.There are no more than lk+1 good bloks, eah of length l 12 . Hene, using thestandard lemmas, we ount good bloks, or equivalently, assign a number to eahgood blok.3 - Good integers are enoded by the list of the numbers of their bloks.We replae eah xi by its number �i and de�ne (x) = �0 � � � � � �l 12�1 . Henethe ode  is a funtion mapping good integers to binary words of length at most(k + 1)l 12 lg l.This ode is one-to-one (i.e. ollision-free, this is neessary), but not onto (thereare lists of numbers of good bloks that do not orrespond to any good integer).Let us all good a ode that atually enodes a good integer. The number of goodintegers is learly equal to the number of good odes.4 - Good odes are few and small: they an be ounted.We already know that the number of good odes is y � lk. Moreover, (k+1)l 12 lg lis eventually smaller than (say) l 34 . Thus, the standard lemmas work again.3 Counting in �rst{order logi3.1 Proof in the FO[BIT ℄{settingWe will frequently make use of the fat that FO[BIT ℄ = FO[BIT;+;�; <℄.As explained above, our main tool, whih we will use frequently, is the deompo-sition of the binary representation of a number y < N into bloks of 0-1{strings,all (exept, possibly, for the last) of some �xed length L. We number these bloksfrom 0 to d lgNL e � 1, beginning with the least signi�ant bits. For the sake ofsimpliity we will heneforth assume that L divides lgN , the general ase an bedealt with by some obvious small modi�ations.Lemma 7 There is a FO[BIT ℄{formula Blok(L; x; i; y) whih holds i� x < 2L,and the �rst blok of length L in x is the same as the ith blok of length L in y.6



Proof:Blok(L; x; i; y) :� 8L0�L:BIT (L0; x)^ 8L0<L �BIT (L0; x)$ BIT (iL+L0; y)�.2In the following development, we will hoose the blok length L aording tothe situation as a rational power of lgN . Sine lgN , the length of the binaryexpansion of the number N , is m i� 9z � N BIT (m; z)^:9z � N BIT (m+1; z),we an de�ne (lgN)a by a FO[BIT ℄{formula, for every positive rational numbera � 1.Using bloks of appropriate length we an enode a small number of small numbersinto one number.Lemma 8 Let a; b be positive rational numbers suh that a+ b � 1, and let M =(lgN)a, B = 2(lgN)b. Then there is a FO[BIT; P ℄{formula Counta;b1 (q; P ) whihholds i� the prediate P is satis�ed for exatly q numbers from f0; : : : ; B� 1g andq �M .Proof:Choosing L = (lgN)b, we an write every number< B with L bits. Let Counta;b1 (q; P ) :�q �M ^ 9y �8i; i0<q 8x h(Blok(L; x; i; y)^Blok(L; x; i0; y))! (x<B^i = i0)i ^^ 8x < B [P (x)$ 9i<q Blok(L; x; i; y)℄�.The formula asserts the existene of a number y the �rst q bloks of whih arepairwise distint, suh that these q bloks ontain preisely those members of Pwhih are smaller than B. Sine qL � ML = (lgN)a+b � lgN , all q elements �tinto one number. 2With this formula we an now ount elements of P whih are smaller than B upto threshold M . In the next step, we improve this threshold to M s, for arbritrarys.Lemma 9 Let a; b;M;B be as in Lemma 8. For every s there is a FO[BIT; P ℄{formula Counta;bs (q; P ) whih holds i� the prediate P is satis�ed for exatly qnumbers from f0; : : : ; B � 1g and q �M s.Proof:The proof is by indution on s. Lemma 8 provides the base ase s = 1.For s + 1, the formula Counta;bs+1(q; P ) expresses that the interval [0; B) an bepartitioned into at most M parts, eah of whih ontains an appropriate number(up to M s) of elements of P . Again, we let L = (lgN)b.Counta;bs+1(q; P ) uses Counta;bs with P replaed by the prediate P[x;x0) whih holdsfor z i� x � z<x0 ^ P (z).Counta;bs+1(q; P ) :� �q �M s ^ Counta;bs (q; P )�_ �M s<q �M s+1 ^9q0�M s 9q1<M �q=q0+q1M s^9z hBlok(L; 0; 0; z)^ �8i<q1 8x; x0h (Blok(L; x; i; z) ^ Blok(L; x0; i+1; z))! �x<x0 ^ Counta;bs (M s; P[x;x0))� i � ^^ 8x �Blok(L; x; q1; z)! Counta;bs (q0; P[x;B))� i��. 27



Let us denote by jP j the number of elements of P . The proof is now ompletedby mapping all elements of our (small) set P 1-1 into a small initial segment. Forthis we hoose a = 1=3 and b = 2=3, thus L = (lgN)2=3, M = (lgN)1=3 andproeed in two steps: First, we ount all those 0-1{strings of length L whih ouras a blok in some element of P . Note that, if jP j � M s, then there an be atmost lgNL M s = M s+1 many suh bloks. In the seond step, replaing eah ofthese bloks by its number in this ount, we an represent every element of P bya sequene of very short 0-1{strings, i.e. by one small number.Lemma 10 For every s there is a FO[BIT; P ℄{formula Nums(L; q; x; P ) whihholds i� q � M s+1 and x is the qth smallest number whih ours as a blok oflength L in some member of P .Proof:We �rst de�ne a formula Proj(L; x; P ) whih holds i� x ours in some elementof P .Proj(L; x; P ) :� 9i9y [P (y) ^ Blok(L; x; i; y)℄. Now Nums an be de�ned asNums(L; q; x; P ) :� q�M s+1 ^ Proj(L; x; P ) ^ Counta;bs+1(q; '),where '(z) :� z�x ^ Proj(L; z; P ). 2Now we an prove the theorem.Theorem 11 For every k there is a FO[BIT; P ℄{formula Sizek(q; P ) whih holdsi� q � (lgN)k and q is the number of elements of P .Proof:We let s := 3k and write a formula Repr(x; y; P ) :�x< 2M lg(Ms+1) 8i; x0; y0 (Blok(L; y0; i; y)^Blok(lg(M s+1); x0; i; x)! Nums(L; x0; y0; P )).This formula asserts that x represents the element y of P by the sequene of thenumbers of its bloks. Sine we require x to be smaller than 2M lg(Ms+1), only the�rst M bloks of x of length lg(M s+1) an be nonzero. Thus di�erent numbers xrepresent di�erent elements y, i.e., the representation is unique. Furthermore, ourhoie of parameters L;M ensures that all relevant elements x are smaller thanB = 2(lgN)2=3 , say (for N big enough). Therefore, using Lemma 9, we an ountthose x whih represent elements of P .Sizek(q; P ) :� q �M3k ^ Count3k(q;  ), where  (z) :� 9y Repr(z; y; P ).This formula ounts orretly, if jP j �M3k = (lgN)k. 2Note that FO[+℄-formulae an only ount up to a onstant (f. [Ly82b℄).3.2 An appliationIn the last step of the proof of Theorem 11, we ount all those numbers x whihrepresent elements of P . We an interpret this �nal ounting at as a bijetionof P onto the initial segment of size jP j. Thus, our method allows us to de�ne abijetion from any set P of polylogarithmi size to the set f0; : : : ; jP j � 1g.8



Corollary 12 For every k there is a FO[BIT; P ℄{formula bijk(x; y) whih holdsi� y is the xth element of P , provided jP j � (lgN)k.Proof:bijk(x; y) :� P (y) ^ Sizek(x; P<y), where P<y(z) () P (z) ^ z < y. 2In partiular, if jP j � lgN , this enables us to represent subsets of P by 0{1 vetorsof length lgN , i.e., by numbers < N . Thus we an replae quanti�ation oversubsets of P by �rst{order quanti�ation as follows. The formula 9X�P ' an bereplaed by 9x ~' where ~' is obtained from ' by substituting for all ourenes ofy2X in ' the formula 9z bij1(z; y) ^ BIT (z; x). Here, the set X is representedby a 0-1{string with a 1 in position q if the qth element of P is in X.This improves a result of Grohe and Hella (personal ommuniation), who showedthe same for jP j = O(lg lgN). They used this in an argument to show thatBIT{invariant FO[BIT; � ℄{de�nable properties are not Gaifman loal.In the remainder of this setion, we will present their argument, using Corollary 12.First let us give a brief desription of the problem.It is well{known that every FO{formula ' is Gaifman loal (see [Ga82℄), i.e.,whether or not a point in a struture satis�es ' only depends on its neighbour-hood of some diameter d', where d' only depends on the formula, not on thestruture. Reently, some authors started to investigate other logis, in parti-ular extensions of FO, with respet to this property. Whereas order{invariantFO[<℄{formulae were shown to be loal (see [GrS98℄), the following onstru-tion, essentially due to Grohe and Hella, shows that this is not generally true forBIT{invariant FO[BIT ℄{formulae.Let � be a signature whih ontains at least one binary relation symbol. We alla FO[�; BIT ℄{formula BIT{invariant if the following holds for any �{strutureA: Let <1; <2 be two di�erent linear orders on the universe of A, and let BIT1,BIT2 be the orresponding BIT{relations. Then for every a 2 A, hA; BIT1i j='(a) () hA; BIT2i j= '(a).Corollary 13 Let � be a signature whih ontains at least one binary relationsymbol. There is a BIT{invariant FO[�; BIT ℄{formula '(x) suh that for everyd there are a �{struture A, a BIT{relation BIT on A and elements a; b 2 A, suhthat the d{neighbourhoods of a and b in A are isomorphi, but hA; BIT i j= '(a)and hA; BIT i 6j= '(b).Proof:Let �(x) be a monadi{seond order formula whih expresses that x lies on airle, e.g., �(x) � 9C C(x) ^ 8u2C degC(u)=2. Here degC(u)=2 is a formulawhih expresses that u has preisely two neighbours in C. Of ourse, relativizingthe seond{order quanti�er in � to subsets of the set fv = 9wEvwg of non{isolatedverties does not hange the semantis of �. Let N > 24d+2, and letA be the graphon f0; : : : ; N � 1g whih onsists of a irle on the �rst 2d+1 elements, a path onthe next 2d+1 elements, and in whih all other verties are isolated. Then the setof non{isolated verties in A is of size lgN , and hoosing a = d and b = 3d + 1,we see that the d{neighbourhoods of a and b are isomorphi and that A j= �(a),but A 6j= �(b). Thus, if we replae � by the FO[�; BIT ℄{formula ~�, as desribed9



above, then ~� is BIT{invariant, but hA; BIT i j= ~�(a), and hA; BIT i 6j= ~�(b), forany hoie of BIT as a BIT{relation. 24 Counting in the Linear HierarhyIn this setion, we present an elementary proof of Theorem 6. As we have saidbefore, rudimentary prediates admit a lot of alternative haraterizations. Wewill use this fat and present the proof in the language of alternating algorithms.We �rst establish the following simpler result.Lemma 14 Let P (N;~u) be a rudimentary relation. Then, for every �xed rational� < 1 and every �xed integer k, the ounting relationC�P (N; y; ~u) � � y = ℄fx < N ; P (x; ~u) ^ lg x � (lgN)� ^ y � (lgN)k�is also rudimentary.We will not mention the ~u variables in the proof. Below, if l is an integer and � is arational number then l� stands for dl�e. Also P[�;�)(x) stands for P (x)^� � x < �.Proof :Let l = lgN , � be a rational < 1 and k be a �xed integer. There exists h s.t.lk � lh(1��). The proof is by indution on h on powers lh(1��) of l. The base ase(h = 1) is handled by the following algorithm:� Guess x1; x2; : : : ; xy of length less than l� suh that 0 � x1 < x2 < : : : <xy < N .The total number of hosen bits is less than yl� � dl(1��)el� � O(l). Letx0 = 0, xy+1 = N and verify that:� For all i 2 [0; y + 1),a: if i 6= 0 then P (xi),b: for all x 2 (xi; xi+1), lg x � l� ! :P (x).This algorithm simply heks that the xi's are the only integers of size boundedby l� suh that P (xi) holds. It rejets if for every hoie of x1; : : : ; xy the last itemis not veri�ed. Basi arithmetial manipulations (building l�, multiplying integers...) an be done easily in linear time with a onstant number of alternations.Then, ompared to the alternation depth of the algorithm deiding P , a onstantnumber of additional levels of alternation are required.We now show how to ount up to lh(1��), knowing how to do it up to l(h�1)(1��).The algorithm is:� Guess y0 � l1�� and y1 � l(h�1)(1��) s.t. y = y0l(h�1)(1��) + y1. Guess med ofsize bounded by l�. 10



� Verify that C�P[med;N)(N; y1) holds (i.e. that y1 = #fmed � x < N ; P (x)g).� Guess x0; : : : ; xy0 with x0 = 0, xy0 = med and xi < xi+1 for i > 0. As y0 isbounded by l1�� the total number of guessed bits is bounded by some O(l).� For all i 2 [0; y0) verify that, C�P[xi;xi+1)(N; l(h�1)(1��)) holds (i.e. l(h�1)(1��) =#fxi � x < xi+1; P (x)g).The indution hypothesis is used to perform the veri�ation steps. Here it is simplyheked that there exist exatly y1 integers (of small size) satisfying P betweenmed and x and y0 bloks of l(h�1)(1��) integers verifying P between 0 and med.Again, it is easily seen that a onstant number of supplementary alternations aresuÆient in the indution step. 2We are now ready to give the proof of the main resultProof of Theorem 6:Let � < 1, l = lgN and  = dl1��e. Every integer r of length bounded by l anbe represented by a vetor (r1; : : : ; r) where eah ri is of length bounded by l�.It an easily be shown that the prediate Proj(r; �), true when Wi=1(� = ri), isrudimentary.Let Count-Coord(N;�; �) be the prediate that holds when :� = #f�0 � �; 9r � N Proj(r; �0) & P (r)g &9r � N Proj(r; �) & P (r) &lg� � l�Count-Coord(N;�; �) asserts that � is the �th number that appears as a oordinate(in some plae) in the vetor representation of some \good" integer less than N .If the number of good integers less thanN is bounded by some lk then � is boundedby lk+1. From Lemma 14 (and the fat that lg�0 � lg� � l�), this implies thatCount-Coord(N;�; �) is rudimentary. This also implies that every \good" integerr less than N an be represented by the following s, of size O( lg l):(s1; : : : ; s)where eah si satis�es Count-Coord(N; ri; si) i.e. si is the rank of ri in the sensede�ned above. Every suh s is alled a good ode and satis�es the prediateGood-Code(N; s) � 9r < N8i �  P (r) ^ Count-Coord(N; ri; si).Finally, sine good odes are few and of small size (in O( lg l)), from Lemma 14they an be enumerated. Then, the proof is ahieved by verifying that there existexatly y numbers of size bounded by some O( lg l) that represent good integers(y good odes). This is done by the algorithm below:Guess s of size bounded by O( lg l) and verify that:� Good-Code(N; s)� y = #fs0 � s : Good-Code(N; s0)g� for all s0 > s, :Good-Code(N; s0). 211
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